Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) reconstructs the internal impedance distribution of the body from electrical measurements on body surface. The algorithm research is one of the main problems of the EIT. This paper presents the MPSO-MNR Algorithm, which is formed by combining the Modified Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) with Modified Newton-Raphson algorithm (MNR), gives the reconstruction results of certain configurations and analyzes the influence of the noise on the MPSO-MNR algorithm in the EIT. The numerical results show that the MPSO-MNR algorithm can reconstruct the resistivity distribution within the certain iterations. With the moving of the target to the centre of 2-D solution domain and the increase of noise, the border of the reconstruction objects becomes vague, and the fitness value and the total error increase gradually.
Introduction
Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a non-invasive imaging technique, which aims to reconstruct images of internal electrical property (conductivity, permittivity and permeability in some high-frequency non-medical applications) distributions and variations by making electrical measurements on the body's surface [1] . The imaging methods are classified as dynamic or static imaging form. The static imaging method reconstructs the electrical parameter distribution in the solution domain. Static EIT imaging problem is solved by transforming the problem into an objective function, and using the iterative method to achieve the electrical parameter reconstruction [2, 3] , because it is the nonlinear inverse problem.
Algorithm research is one of the main problems of the static EIT. Based on deterministic and stochastic optimizers, many static EIT algorithms have been proposed [2, 3] , such as Modified Newton-Raphson (MNR) algorithm [4] , Double Constraint Method (DCM), Layer Stripping Method (LSM), the reconstruction algorithms based on the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [5] [6] [7] , Genetic algorithm (GA) [8] etc. In recent years, some synthetic algorithms have been proposed, for example, Homotopy-Modified Newton-Raphson algorithm (H-MNR) [1] , and MPSO-MNR algorithm [9] . From a computational point-of-view, the deterministic techniques (e.g., MNR methods) are very attractive, for example, MNR algorithm has the fast convergence speed and the calibration nature. However, the starting trial solution should be closed enough to the "actual" solution. The use of the stochastic genetic algorithms (GA) would, in principle, avoid such a circumstance. But in the GA, various numerical parameters must be carefully calibrated and customized to the application. PSO is a robust stochastic algorithm which overcomes GA's drawbacks [10] . Taking into account the features of PSO and MNR, we combine the advantages of MPSO and MNR algorithm to form the MPSO-MNR algorithm. Its performance and influence of the noise on the PSO-MNR are analyzed and discussed in this paper.
The paper is structured as follows. After the introduction of the mathematical model of the EIT (Section 2), Section 3 presents the MPSO-MNR algorithm, Section 4 presents a case study to show the MPSO-MNR algorithm
Mathematical Model
The principle of operation of EIT is shown in Figure 1 , where the electrical current is injected according to the certain driven pattern, and the electrical potential of the body's surface is measured by the electrodes. Based on electromagnetic theory, when an injected electrical current is at a sufficiently low frequency, the EIT problem can be treated as a quasi-static problem. Given the resistivity distribution inside the body, the potential  satisfies the Laplace's equation and the boundary conditions as follows [11] :
at the current injection electrodes, (3)
where  is the electrical resistivity distribution in 2-D circular domain , l is the contact impedance on l-th electrode, l  z J is the electric current density at l-th electrode respectively, is the total electrode numbers. L In this paper, we subdivided the 2-D circular solution domain into small cells by using Finite Element Method (FEM) (see Figure 2) .
The EIT problem is an ill-posed inverse problem. Given the electrical resistivity distribution in the solution domain and the injected current at the body's surface, the forward problem of the EIT is to solve the potential distribution in the solution space. The inverse problem is to reconstruct the resistivity distribution by the measuring electrical potential at the electrodes. For the all-electrode current model, the EIT problem can be written as [11] :
where,
, the elements from 1 to of the matrix are the electrical potential of all FEM node in solution domain, and from to are the electrode potential.
is the vector of the injecting electrical current. The matrix A consists of the stiffness matrix of FEM and the coefficient matrix of the electrodes.
The iterative method is used to reconstruct the resistivity distribution. Given the initial value of the MPSO-MNR algorithm at random, to update constantly the resistivity distribution by comparing the changes of the fitness value and the total error until the end condition is satisfied.
MPSO-MNR Algorithm
PSO has been shown to be effective in optimizing difficult multidimensional discontinuous problems in a variety of fields, it is not rigorous demand for the iterative initial value. MNR has the high computational efficiency when the starting trial solution is closed to the true value. In view of the advantages of the PSO and MNR algorithm, the MPSO-MNR algorithm is formed in EIT. The idea of the MPSO-MNR is to produce an initial value closed to the true value by MPSO, to acquire the resistivity distribution through MNR algorithm.
Modified Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is a kind of stochastic, evolutionary and global optimization algorithm. In this algorithm, the solution of each optimization problem is a bird in search space, which is called particle. All particles have its fitness value determined by the optimization function, and each particle's fly direction and distance are determined by its velocity. The particle swarm is updated by tracking the personal best ( ) and global best ( ) at each iteration 219 [6, 7, 10] . In this paper, MPSO updates the population using the population mutation method, which is to update some particles using (6) , and the other particles track the personal best and global best by using (7), (8),
where is dynamic inertia weight, is the maximum empirical value of the electrical resistivity in solution domain, rand is the random number between 0 and 1. 
MNR Algorithm
Definition:
where is the vector of the electrical resistivity distribution, 0 , are the measuring and the calculation electrical potential value at the surface electrode, respectively. The -th iteration of using MNR algorithm is
where
is the Jacobian matrix.
MPSO-MNR Algorithm Flow [9]
1) Set up the FEM model in the solution space.
2) Obtain the initial value of the MNR by the MPSO algorithm.
Step a). Initialization. Initialize the particle position , velocity , Set the acceleration constant , and inertia constant . Step b). Calculate and evaluate the particle's fitness value, compare and obtain the , .
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Step c). Calculate the particle's velocity, update the swarm.
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Step d). Repeat. 3) Reconstruct by the MNR algorithm.
Step a). Using the numerical result of the MPSO algorithm as the initial value 0     ρ , to calculate the objective function value 0 f     ρ .
Step b). If the end condition is met, end iteration, else go to step c).
Step c). Calculate objective function  
Step d). Calculate , 
Numerical Simulation
  0 20log SNR v l n  ,(15)
Single Target Simulation
A simulation target is set in the 2-D circular domain (see Figures 3(a) and 4(a) ), the background resistivity is 1 Ω·m, the target is 2.3 Ω·m. The iterative initial value of the MPSO algorithm is set as the random value between 1 and the empiric value. According to the trend of the fitness value and the total error with the number of iterations, the economic iterations of the MPSO should be about 10 times, MNR algorithm about 20 times [9] . In order to compare the reconstruction results in different configurations and noise levels, the 50-th iteration results of the MPSO is serve as the iterative initial value of the MNR algorithm, the end condition of the MPSO-MNR algorithm is at 60-th times of the MNR iteration in this paper.
The colour scale in Figures 3 and 4 represents the level of the resistivity. Figures 3 and 4 are the simulation targets and the reconstruction results in different noise levels, respectively. The target in Figure 4(a) closes to the centre of the solution domain compared with Figure  3(a). Comparing Figures 3 and 4 , the numerical results show that the border of the reconstruction object is getting vague and the background become non-uniform with the target moving to the centre of the circular domain. Noise affects the imaging quality. With the increase of the noise, that is the decreasing SNR, the border of the reconstruction object become vague. The reconstruction quality of the EIT is evaluated by the fitness value and the total error. Table 1 gives the fitness value and the total error of the single target in different position and under different noise levels, which the number of the MPSO iterations are at 50-th times and MNR at 60-th times. Comparing the fitness value and the total error in different conditions, the results show that the fitness value and the total error increase gradually at same iterations with decreasing of the SNR and the target close to the centre of the solution domain, which means the lower imaging quality. This result is consistent with the results of the Figures 3 and 4. 
Two Targets Simulation
The two targets simulation is presented in this section. In the 2-D circular domain, the background resistivity is 1 Ω·m, and the target is 2.3 Ω·m. The setting of the iterative initial value and the end condition is same as the setting of the single target simulation. Figure 5 shows the simulation targets and the reconstruction results under different noise levels. The fitness value and the total error are presented in Table 2 . The results show that the reconstruction targets border become vague the fitness value and the total error increase gradually with the increase of noise.
Conclusions
Algorithm research is an important issue in EIT technique. The MPSO-MNR algorithm is formed by the MPSO algorithm and the MNR algorithm. It draws the advantages of loosing the initial value demand and the feature of the global convergence in MPSO algorithm, avoids the demand of the initial value close to the true value and uses the advantages of the fast convergence speed of MNR algorithm.
The numerical results show that the MPSO-MNR algorithm can reflect the resistivity distribution in the solution space within the certain iterations. With the target moving to the centre of 2-D solution domain and the increasing of the noise, the border of the reconstruction objects becomes vague, and the fitness value and the total error increase gradually. This suggests that the noise and the relative position of target influence the image quality.
Model degeneracy is a general difficulty in optimizing problems. In this paper, the resistivity distribution of the certain configuration can be reconstructed by MPSO-MNR algorithm and the results show changes in performance under different noise levels. Therefore, the anti-noise algorithm will be the research direction in the practical application of the EIT. In addition, the effect of ther configurations on MPSO-MNR will be the research works in EIT as well.
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